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DESCRIPTION
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_GOOD _RUINS .XALTERED _MOVED DATE-

_FAIR _UNEXPOSED

DESCRIBETHE PRESENT AND ORIGINAL (IF KNOWN) PHYSICAL APPEARANCE

The Thomas Moran House, on Main Street, East Hampton, Long Island, is 
an irregularly-shaped two story house, covered with gray shingles. The 
building is dominated by Moran's studio, which occupies the 40* length of 
the front of the house. This front portion of the house, which contains 
a livingroom, bathroom, and bedroom on the second floor, was added by 
Moran to a pre-existing butler's pantry and laundry, which now serve as 
the kitchen and office of the household, in 1884. The front portion 
has a hip roof with a bracketed cornice. The irregularity of the studio's 
features reflects Moran's use of only second hand materials. The roof is 
pierced by three dormers, all of varying sizes. Two large glass doors 
occupy the center of the east (front) facade and two large windows are 
positioned in the north end of the studio, all purchased second hand in 
New York City. On the southeast corner of the studio is a five-window, 
six-sided bay which is entered from the interior balcony which occupies 
the south end of the studio. Other notable features of the studio include 
an Adam mantlepiece with inset miniatures by various artists in the 
northeast corner and the original panelling on the studio walls. This 
room has been altered only slightly by the current owners, and continues 
to be used as a studio, as well as a livingroom.

A few changes were made in the house since it was acquired from Moran's 
daughter in 1949. A pitched roof above the north doorway was replaced 
by an open balcony; the rear (west) porch was enlarged and glassed-in; 
and the south central door leading off the kitchen was removed and the 
entry enclosed.

The expanse in front of the house and to the north, is maintained as 
lawn and garden. In the rear of the house there are a small garage^ 
a former outhouse, now a potting shed, and a prefab garden house, known 
since Moran's time as the Gondola House, as it formerly housed the 
accoutrements of Moran's Venetian gondola. All three structures 
date from Moran's occupancy.
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STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE

Thomas Moran (1837-1926) was the first painter to bring Americans to a 
consciousness of the natural splendors of the West. His notable paintings 
included "The Grand Canyon of the Yellowstone" and "The Chasm of the 
Colorado."

Born in England, Moran came with his parents to the United States seven 
years later. He began his artistic career as apprentice to a Philadelphia 
wood engraver, then began working in water colors and oils. In 1862 he 
returned to England for several years of further study.

Moran ? s notable Western paintings followed an expedition to the West in 
1871,    .'Ji resulted in "The Grand Canyon of the Yellowstone/' Two years 
later he explored the Grand Canyon and painted "The Chasm of the Colorado." 
Public acceptance was enthusiastic, and the Federal Government bought the 
paintings, for $10,000 each, to hang in the Capitol. Moran subsequently 
produced other notable paintings of the West.

This house on Main Street in East Hampton, Long Island, was built by Moran 
in 1884. It is a two-story shingled building with a windowed tower on the 
left as one faces the building. His studio was on the first floor, occupying 
the entire front of the house. The studio contains a fireplace with a mantel 
which is decorated by scenes and portraits done by various artists who visited 
Moran. The house is privately owned and not open to the public.

BIOGRAPHY

Thomas Moran was born on January 12, 1837 in Bolton Lancashire, England. 
About seven years after his birth, Moran ! s father, a master weaver, emigrated 
with his family to America and settled in Maryland. Moran subsequently journeyed 
to Philadelphia where he became apprenticed to a wood engraver for two years . 
His brother Edward who had moved to Philadelphia earlier, encouraged the 
development of Koran's artistic ability, initially in water colors and then 
in oils. Edward himself became :known internationally as marine -painter. Moran 
continued to work in oils between 1860 and 1862, and eventually desired 
further training. Following his marriage to Mary Nimmo in April, 1862, 
Moran sailed to England. While in his native land, Moran became a great 
admirer of J.M.W. Turner and copied the British artist's works in the National
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Gallery in London. Turner's influence became dominant in Koran's later 
work, with Turner's style suiting Moran's Western subjects especially 
well. After returning to America, Moran. travelled to Europe again in 
the late 1860's and spent a long time in Italy and France. Even after 
he had achieved fame in the 1870's, the painter continued to travel, making 
in addition to his various trips to the West, a visit to Mexico in 1883 
and another to Italy in 1886.

The notable Western paintings of Moran followed an expedition to the West 
in 1871. In that year, the artist joined a geological survey of the 
Yellowstone region and upon his return to the East produced "The Grand 
Canyon of the Yellowstone." A second visit to the West in about two years, 
where he explored the Grand Canyon of the Colorado, resulted in another 
popular picture, "The Chasm of the Colorado." Those works aroused great 
enthusiasm and were subsequently bought by the Federal Congress, for 
$10,000 each, and were hung in the Capitol. Moran responded to the 
acceptance of those landscapes and in later years painted comparable 
scenes, an outstanding example of which is the "Mountain of the Holy Cross." 
In all of the Western scenes, Turner's influence is obvious, especially in 
Moran's bold use of color, his handling of light, and the general grand 
effect of the paintings.

A decade before he died, the artist moved to Santa Barbara, California, where 
he continued to work. Indeed, only his death on August 26, 1926, ended 
his labors, and even on his deathbed he discussed paintings that he still 
wanted to do.

The Thomas Moran House was built by Moran. He lived and worked in this 
house for approximately 32 years.
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